
Chris is an Amazon best-selling author, a 7-�gure entrepreneur, and the 
founder and principal of his own �nancial services �rm which he started in 
1999. He has helped tens of thousands of people internationally to 
overcome their resistance to change and to create more success, peace and 
impact in their lives. Chris speaks from his own experience of being on the 
edge of �nancial ruin, business failure and divorce. He shares the secrets that 
allowed him to avert the potential disaster and transform all areas of his life.

Chris leads and trains hundreds of agents across the US and has helped over 
17,000 people become more �nancially literate and experience �nancial 
relief. With his latest book and speaking series “Think and Grow You”, Chris is 
focused on helping driven entrepreneurs break through plateaus in their 
growth by learning how to get out of their own way and take their success, 
peace and impact to the next level.

Contact Chris Felton at: tgy@chrisfelton.me or Chris’ agent Nona Prather at: nona@prather-marketing.com 
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“Chris is a highly sought after speaker and our 
organization has utilized Chris on several occasions 

as a ‘Close Out’ speaker. His strong leadership 
messaging, leave nothing to chance mentality, do it 
�rst attitude and crystal clear communication has 

bene�ted thousands on our team. Chris’ rare 
combination of high character, IQ and energy 

constantly delivers results that inspire.
Think & Grow You will move YOUR needle.”

~Scott Childress, Executive Vice Chairman WFG

“As a long-time speaker, author and entrepreneur it 
is rare to �nd the extraordinary qualities of candor, 

wisdom and passion that Chris Felton possesses.
He is a gift to the world.” 

~Jay Maymi, Professional Speaker and Author

“Chris is an accomplished presenter. He supports 
solid data with stories and humor. He has a strong 

message and a compelling style.”

~Karen Susman, Speaker, Consultant
and TED Talk Speaker Coach

“My Company has engaged Chris in several one-day 
workshops for my sales team over the last 2 years. 

The energy, enthusiasm and relatability he brings to 
each event is world class. His message, along with his 
quality training always resonates with my team. He 

brings a unique and fresh perspective to each 
workshop. His content and training has moved the 

needle big time in my organization. We’ve seen 30% 
year over year growth since working with him. His 
hands on approach and keen since of awareness 

made all the di�erence. He is �at out one of the best.”

~James Schwartz, CEO/Owner of the Dominic General 
Corp

Introduction to Chris’  Talk

PEOPLE ARE RAVING!

Think and Grow You: Get Out of Your Own Way and Level Up Your Life!

You feel stuck, overworked, stressed and looking for a better life. It seems that no matter what you do or 
how hard you work... nothing changes. This session will inspire you to make the changes necessary to go to 
the next level in your life. Many speakers can present you with a list of steps to change your situation but 
Chris o�ers you the tools to close the gap between what you know and what you’re actively DOING. Take 
your success, peace and impact to the next level. There are NO LIMITS!

Chris gives you the keys to:

• Get out of your own way
• Gain clarity of focus and implement your game plan
• Make the shift from stuck to success
• Transform the key relationships in your life

OTHER TALKS:
5 Ways You’re Holding Yourself Back: Break Free and Prosper
Financial Transformation: Uncovering Destructive Money Beliefs and Ending Financial Stress




